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Abstract
Th e concepts of publication, citation and dissemination of interactive keys and other online keys are dis-
cussed and illustrated by a sample paper published in the present issue (doi: 10.3897/zookeys.21.271). 
Th e present model is based on previous experience with several existing examples of publishing online 
keys. However, this model also suggests ways to publish, cite, preserve, disseminate and reuse the original 
data fi les to the benefi t of future workers, the authors, and society in general. To be regarded as a “formal 
scientifi c publication,” an online key should satisfy the same criteria of peer review, registration, persistence, 
bibliographic description, etc., as with conventional publications. Keys can be published as either “static” 
or “dynamic” publications. We defi ne a “static” publication as a discrete unit of information preserved in 
a persistent and unchangeable way on the publisher’s Web site and/or on paper and consequently in con-
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ventional/electronic libraries and archives. Th is contrasts with the nature of the Internet, which allows and 
tends to encourage updating and improvement on a continuing basis. We call “dynamic” a publication of 
an interactive key on a Web site where its contents can be continuously updated. “Dynamic” publications 
meet some of the criteria of a “formal scientifi c publication” (identifi cation, citation and location), while 
they lack other important features of it (persistence, archiving, indexing, science metric and citation metric 
services). Dynamic Web-based interactive keys may benefi t from publishing the fi rst version of their un-
derlying datasets in a form of “formal scientifi c publication”. We defi ne here the minimum set of data fi les 
to be published for several diff erent platforms (Intkey, Lucid2, Lucid3, MX) to ensure both (1) priority, 
identifi cation, location and citation of the fi rst published work and (2) future use and re-use of the keys.
Introduction
“What is it?” is the fundamental question which begins most biological inquiries. Th e 
answer is provided by the identifi cation process, that is, a sequence of observations of a 
specimen until a matching taxon is selected on the basis of a unique combination of at-
tributes (character states). Th e identifi cation process has been an integral part of biology 
since Linnaeus fi rst developed his Systema Naturae (1758, 10th edition). In his Systema, 
the attributes were directly embedded in his hierarchical classifi cation. Lamarck, in 1788, 
was the fi rst to separate the identifi cation process from the classifi cation by making keys: 
hierarchical sets of choices between character states (Walter and Winterton 2007). Th ese 
are usually called “dichotomous keys” (although strictly speaking this term should be 
restricted to keys having only two choices at each branching point), and sometimes “con-
ventional keys”, “single-access keys”, or “pathway keys”. Th ey are still the mainstay of tax-
onomy today, although they have many defi ciencies (Dallwitz et al. 2000), the most fun-
damental of which is that the sequence of attributes used is predetermined by the author. 
“Multi-access keys” or “polyclaves” were developed to overcome these defi ciencies. 
Th ey allow users to select, from a set of attributes, the ones that they think are best for 
their particular location on situation. For example, if one is identifying an angiosperm 
but the specimen has no fl owers or fruits, other characters, such as those relating to 
habit and leaves, can be used. Th ese keys may use punched cards (e.g. Archbald 1967) 
or computer programs (e.g. Goodall 1968; see also Pankhurst 1991). We shall refer to 
computerized, multi-access keys as “interactive keys”. Note that this defi nition excludes 
computerized dichotomous keys – e.g., keys in which each character is on a separate 
HTML page, and the paths to subsequent characters are implemented as hyperlinks.
Interactive keys are usually (but not always – see Dallwitz 1992) based on char-
acter-taxon matrices. Th ese matrices can also be the basis of other taxonomic prod-
ucts, provided that the matrix format is suffi  ciently general, and suitable software is 
available. For example, Morse (1974) describes programs for interactive identifi cation, 
construction of dichotomous keys, and description printing from matrices. DELTA 
(Dallwitz 1983; TDWG 2007) is a more powerful data-matrix format, which is also 
comparatively easy for humans (as opposed to computers) to read. DELTA data can 
be used to interact with cladistic software, as well as the products mentioned above 
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(DELTA Programs and Documentation: http://delta-intkey.com/www/programs.htm; 
Dallwitz 1993; Dallwitz et al. 1993). Th e latest TDWG standard for data matrices is 
Structured Descriptive Data (SDD) (TDWG 2007). Software is available to produce 
interactive keys and descriptions from SDD (e.g. Lucidcentral 2009).
Along with improvements in the identifi cation process, improvements have been 
made in dissemination media. For most of the history of taxonomy, the medium was 
ink on paper, i.e., the traditional printed publication. Th e fi rst multi-access keys were 
distributed on punched cards – either edge-punched cards or IBM 80-column punched 
cards. Computer programs and data were distributed on punched cards, punched pa-
per tape, magnetic tape, magnetic (fl oppy) disks, optical disks (e.g. CD-ROM), and 
computer networks. With the development of a world-wide network, the Internet, 
this method of dissemination began to supplant the others, not only for computer 
programs and data, but also for traditionally paper-based publications. In particular, 
both dichotomous and interactive keys could now be made available online (Dallwitz 
et al. 2002). With this new medium, the traditional methods of scientifi c publication 
are becoming obsolete. Th e aims, which date back to the Royal Society and Henry 
Oldenberg (1660s), of recognition, priority, and peer review remain valid today, but 
the mechanisms need to be modifi ed to adapt to the new online medium. Such modi-
fi cations are outlined herein for online identifi cation systems.
Th e present paper does not aim toward a thorough overview of interactive keys 
or at analyzing the advantages/shortcomings of the diff erent software platforms; these 
are available elsewhere (e.g. Dallwitz 2000; Dallwitz et al. 2000; Farr 2006; Walter 
and Winterton 2007). Rather, we discuss and off er a model for open data publishing 
that allows a wider dissemination and reuse of data and interactive keys, and proper 
publication credit. Th e model adheres to the principles of open access to biodiversity 
information proclaimed in the opening editorial paper of ZooKeys (Penev et al. 2008), 
and recently illustrated by publishing occurrence datasets underlying taxonomic revi-
sions (Miller et al. 2009; Penev et al. 2009).
“Formal scientific”, “static”, and “dynamic” publication
In this time of revolutionary changes in the way scientifi c information is being dis-
seminated, the concepts of publication must be clearly defi ned. Th e process for “formal 
scientifi c” publication involves several steps, the most distinct of which are:
(i) peer-review (not mandatory but desirable) and editorial quality control;
(ii) registration of the publishing media in international registries through ISBN 
or ISSN numbers;
(iii) long-stranding persistence and supply of the published information (on pa-
per or in digital form) through libraries, trade, digital repositories (all recently 
facilitated by the presence of digital object identifi ers (DOIs));
(iv) accurate bibliographic description (metadata) of each scientifi c publication, 
which facilitates a proper identifi cation, location and citation;
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(v) registration, distribution and dissemination of relevant parts of the published 
information through specialized indexing and harvesting aggregators (e.g., 
Global Biodiversity Information Facilities (GBIF), Encyclopedia of Life 
(EOL), Catalogue of Life, ITIS and Species 2000, Zoological Record, CABI 
Abstracts, Current Contents and many others);
(vi) registration in citation, bibliometric and science metric indices (e.g., 
Th ompson-Reuters Institute of Scientifi c Information (ISI), Google Schol-
ar, Scopus);
(vii) distribution through established supply channels, i.e., book trade, journal 
subscriptions, or in a form of free open access publications.
Online keys displayed on a Web site are not formal scientifi c publications unless 
the above requirements are met. Th is does not mean that such keys are without merit; 
rather, authors generously provide data for other researchers, typically without obtain-
ing publication credit from their superiors for their eff orts. 
A traditional defi nition of “publication” includes the concept of “a discrete unit of 
information published in a persistent and unchangeable way”; usually such publica-
tions are called “static” or “fi xed.” Th is contrasts with the nature of the Internet, which 
allows and tends to encourage updating and improvement of the published informa-
tion on a continuing basis; such publications can be termed “dynamic.” Th e contra-
diction between the traditionally static nature of scientifi c publications and the new 
opportunities to change and update their contents online may be partially overcome by 
citing the version and date of access of a website. However, this does not fully identify 
the information being cited unless the Web site is systematically archived with version 
numbers (in which case the versions become static publications). Th e possibility of 
accurately citing a Web resource, however, does not transform it automatically into 
a formal scientifi c publication because other steps of the publishing process (see i–vii 
above) must also be applied during creation of the particular Web resource. 
We off er a solution to formalize publication of dynamic interactive keys. Th e fi rst 
version of datasets underlying a Web-based interactive key may be published in an 
online journal or book as data fi les, complete with title, authors, abstract, possibly in-
troduction and other relevant text material. Such a practice would bring benefi t to the 
authors ensuring their priority, publication and citation credit, as well as a proper dis-
semination, archiving and indexing of the fi rst published work through the established 
channels the scholarly publishing. 
Publishing keys
In the context of identifi cation, examples of reconciliation between the dynamic nature 
of the Internet, and the static nature of conventional publications, are the pioneering 
models of Flora Online (http://www.mobot.org/plantscience/ResBot/FO/FloraOnline.
htm) and the Canadian Journal of Arthropod Identifi cations (CJAI) (Marshall 2008; 
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see journal’s Web site at: http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/bsc/ejournal/ejournal.html). 
Flora Online was the fi rst electronic journal to receive an ISSN number from the Li-
brary of Congress. It published several interactive keys, as well as checklists, etc., in the 
period 1987–1993. It was available online (but the keys could not be used online – they 
had to be downloaded, and used offl  ine), and was also distributed on fl oppy disks. 
Once published, material could not be altered, although new versions could be (and 
were) published.
CJAI off ers at least two versions of each key: a dichotomous key is embedded in a 
conventional PDF publication, and a separate and possibly enhanced HTML version 
of this key is made available online. A limited number of printed copies of the PDF 
fi le are distributed to libraries. Despite the advances the CJAI model has provided, one 
limitation is that CJAI does not include the raw data fi les that were used to generate 
the keys. Unless the data fi les are obtained from the original authors, future revisers 
will be forced to duplicate much of the work that went into the original publication. 
For example, adding a single species to an already published key often requires sub-
stantial time and eff ort.
Here we suggest criteria for a more complete static publication model for keys, 
utilizing the resources we have at the present time (see also Fig. 1):
 
Fig. 1. Th e ZooKeys model for data publication and dissemination of interactive keys.
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1. Publication of keys in the traditional, dichotomous form on paper in a 
journal, report, or book, normally with an ISSN or ISBN. Th e journal 
article or book might include, or be closely associated with, supplementary 
material such as full descriptions, interactive keys, images, and the data from 
which the keys, descriptions, etc. were generated. Th is material might be on 
microfi che, fl oppy disk, CD, or DVD. Some examples are: Watson and Dall-
witz (1981) (supplementary material on microfi che); Britton (1986) (DELTA 
data included in the paper publication); Watson and Dallwitz (1988) (supple-
mentary material, including interactive key, on microfi che and fl oppy disks; 
Pirchegger (1998) (supplementary material on CD-ROM).
2. Publication of keys in the traditional, dichotomous form in an online (or 
both online and print) journal or book. Th e article might be closely associ-
ated with supplementary online material such as full descriptions, interactive 
keys, images, and the data from which the keys, descriptions, etc. were gener-
ated. Th e article and the associated material are associated with a single DOI, 
if a key is published stand-alone. In case a key or keys is/are published as a 
part of larger paper, e.g., taxonomic revision, their datasets can be published 
as supplementary fi les under separate DOIs (usually semantically related to 
the DOI of the article). Examples that include such supplementary material 
under a single DOI are the fi rst 8 issues of CJAI (http://www.biology.ualberta.
ca/bsc/ejournal/ejournal.html, accessed 6 September 2009). Th e DOI of each 
issue resolves to a HTML fi le containing the author, title, and abstract, and 
also containing links to the article in PDF form, and links, direct and indirect, 
to the supplementary material.
3. Stand-alone publication, under separate DOIs, of interactive keys or di-
chotomous HTML keys. Th is type of publication should comprise the nec-
essary program and data fi les and/or HTML pages; title, authors, date, and 
abstract; and possibly associated material such as an introduction. Th e interac-
tive keys would usually work online, but might also (or sometimes only) be 
available for downloading and use offl  ine. 
4. Stand-alone publication, as a downloadable set of fi les under a separate 
DOI, of all primary data fi les related to the keys (e.g., data matrices and 
images). Th is type of publication should contain title, authors, date, and ab-
stract; and possibly associated material such as an introduction. Th e data fi les 
will be preserved primarily on the publisher’s server and secondarily through 
leading international e-publication archives, such as LOCKSS, Portico, e-de-
pot and others. Th is option will allow the updating of the data, and generation 
from the data of new keys (to be republished statically or dynamically) by 
researchers other than the original authors (naturally, provided that the origi-
nal author and source are credited). For the data fi les, adoption of standards 
developed and supported by the Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) 
(http://www.tdwg.org) community is recommended to ensure maximum in-
terchangeability and persistence. Th e latest TDWG standard is Structured 
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Descriptive Data (SDD); however, the earlier DELTA standard is still widely 
used, and neXML (NEXUS fi le format, http://www.nexml.org) may reach 
maturity in the near future.
 
Any or all of criteria 1–4, applied together with criteria i–vii for formal publica-
tion, will ensure that authors of the publication(s) get credit through peer review, regis-
tration, citation, distribution, dissemination, long-term preservation, and bibliometry. 
Th is will incorporate all of the advantages of the traditional and open access models, 
while allowing wide dissemination and reuse of original data, multiplying the benefi ts 
to both authors and the end users. 
Well-referenced primary data fi les are encouraged, with literature citations and 
information on voucher specimen material provided for each couplet, Operational 
Taxonomic Unit (OTU), image, or matrix coding
To provide maximum dissemination and use, a key potentially may be published as 
a combination of some or all 4 forms listed above, as it is partly illustrated in the paper 
of Sharkey et al. (2009) in the present issue.
Key data files, key program files, primary data files
Th e diff erent software packages for implementing interactive keys have diff erent folder 
and fi le structures for their data and programs. As examples, we illustrate these structures 
using the fruit-fl y package at http://delta-intkey.com/ff a/ (Carroll et al. 2002). Th e pack-
age is generated from DELTA data fi les, and consists of natural-language descriptions, 
with links to images of the taxa, and interactive keys using Intkey, Lucid2, and Lucid3.
Th e contents of the folder http://delta-intkey.com/ff a/ is shown in the listing 
ff adir.txt, which is published with the present paper (Appendix 1, doi: 10.3897/
zookeys.21.274.app.1.ik.).
Publishing of MX data fi les is illustrated on the example of the paper of Sharkey et 
al. (2009, doi of the data fi les: 10.3897/zookeys.21.271.app.4.ik)
“Key data fi les” and “key program fi les” are the fi les required for running an interac-
tive key. Th e “basic” key data fi les are the minimum set of fi les required to run the key, 
such as the character list, taxon names, and data matrix. Th e “supplementary” key data 
fi les are the other fi les used by the key, such as images and descriptions. As published, the 
keys would normally be run online, that is, via an Internet connection. Some keys can 
only be run online, because the key program is designed to run on a Web server rather 
than on a personal computer. In other cases, it may be possible, at least in principle, to 
download the keys and run them offl  ine. However, such keys may not be downloadable 
in practice because of restrictions imposed by the Web site. Some kinds of interactive 
key may work only by downloading and running them offl  ine, but this is rare nowadays.
“Primary data fi les” are the data fi les from which the key data fi les and other prod-
ucts (e.g., dichotomous keys, descriptions, classifi cations) are generated. Th e “basic” 
primary data fi les contain data such as the character list, taxon names, and data matrix. 
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Th e “supplementary” primary data fi les are associated fi les such as images and descrip-
tions (if the latter are not generated from the basic data). Th e basic primary data fi les 
are usually diff erent from the basic key data fi les. However, some key programs use 
the primary data fi les directly, e.g. NaviKey (NaviKey 2009), which runs directly from 
DELTA data fi les (plus other fi les). 
Intkey 
Th e Intkey program fi les must be downloaded and installed on the user’s computer 
before the interactive keys can be run. Th e program requires MS-Windows. Later ver-
sions of Intkey have more features, and these features have often required correspond-
ing enhancements of the Intkey data fi les. Nevertheless, all recent program versions 
and data versions are intended to be compatible, and new program versions have bug 
fi xes, as well as enhancements. It is therefore recommended that the latest version of 
Intkey (see http://delta-intkey.com/www/programs.htm) should always be used, rather 
than storing older versions of the program on journal Web sites.
Th e basic key data fi les are ff a.ink and ff ai.zip; ff a.ink is a “startup fi le”, containing 
information about the locations of various fi les: 
: To run the Intkey identifi cation package from this fi le
; you need Intkey5 and Windows 95/NT or later
;
InkFile=http://delta-intkey.com/ff a/ff a.ink 
    ; Name of this fi le 
DataFile=http://delta-intkey.com/ff a/ff ai.zip 
    ; Name of the compressed data fi le 
InitializationFile=intkey.ink 
    ; Name of the Intkey initialization fi le within the compressed data fi le 
ImagePath=http://delta-intkey.com/ff a/images 
    ; Image path 
InfoPath=http://delta-intkey.com/ff a/info 
    ; Information path 
Two folders, “images” and “info”, contain images and RTF descriptions that may 
be accessed by the key. (“www” contains the same descriptions in HTML format. 
Th ese are not used by Intkey; they are linked from the main contents page (http://
delta-intkey.com/ff a/index.htm) so that users can view them without using Intkey.) 
When the user follows the link to ff a.ink (from the Web page “Pest Fruit Flies of 
the World - Interactive Keys”: www/_wident.htm), this fi le is read by Intkey (which 
must already be installed on the user’s PC). Intkey then uses this information to down-
load (to a temporary fi le) and read the fi le ff ai.zip, which contains all of the informa-
tion necessary for the basic key. If and when the user asks to see an image or descrip-
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tion, that image or description is downloaded to a temporary fi le and displayed (i.e., 
the same way that image and HTML fi les are handled when viewed in a browser). 
When the user exits from the key, Intkey asks “Do you want to save the data set you 
have just downloaded and used on your own disk?” If the user clicks “Yes”, the tempo-
rary copies of ff a.ink and ff ai.zip are copied to permanent fi les in a folder of the user’s 
choosing, and ff a.ink is modifi ed to point to this copy of ff ai.zip. Th us, when the user 
later opens this local ff a.ink, Intkey gets the basic key fi les from the local copy of ff ai.
zip, and doesn’t need to access the Web. However, the Web will still be accessed if and 
when the user asks for an image or description, because ff a.ink is still pointing to the 
Web folders for those fi les. Th e user can, if he wishes, download the complete “images” 
and “info” folders (e.g., by ftp), and modify ff a.ink to point to the local copies. Th en 
the key will never access the Web (unless, of course, it happens to contain links to other 
Web resources, e.g., in citations of publications). 
If the user clicks “No” in response to the “save the dataset?” prompt, Intkey asks 
“Do you want to add the URL for the data set to the index fi le?”. If the user clicks “Yes”, 
Intkey adds the URL to its own index fi le. Th is index is displayed whenever Intkey is 
started, and the user can choose any of the datasets in the index (which may include 
local keys, as well as ones on the Web). 
To summarize, all the user normally has to do is click on the link to the key, and 
then choose whether to save and/or index the key on exit. 
Th e basic primary data fi les from which the key and other products are gener-
ated comprise (normally) three DELTA text fi les: specs, chars, and items. In addition, 
there are other “directives” fi les which describe the links from characters and taxa to 
the images, and how the data are to be processed into other forms (e.g. where to put 
new paragraphs in descriptions), and subsidiary fi les such as the introduction and ref-
erences. Th e author would normally keep all of these in a single folder. Th e primary 
data fi les comprise a zipped version of this folder, and the folder containing the im-
ages. (Th e descriptions that accompany Intkey packages are not normally part of the 
primary data fi les; they are generated from those fi les.) 
Th e DELTA Editor has its own binary data fi les, but these are not recommended 
for data exchange. Th e Editor imports and exports DELTA text fi les. 
Lucid2 
Th e Lucid2 key program fi les must be downloaded and installed on the user’s compu-
ter before the interactive keys can be run. Th e program requires MS-Windows. Th ere 
may be incompatibility between program and data versions, but any newly published 
key will presumably use the latest version, which is available at http://lucidcentral.org, 
or Lucid3 (see below).
Th e basic key data fi le, to which the Web page links, is “pest fruit fl ies.lcd”. When 
the user follows the link to this fi le, it is read by the Lucid2 Player (which must already 
be installed on the user’s PC). Th e key links to images in the folder “images” (shared 
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with Intkey), descriptions in the folder “html”, and macros in the folder “macros”. Th e 
descriptions in the “html” folder are almost the same as the ones in the “www” folder, 
except that the latter contain a link back to the contents page, which is not appropriate 
in the Lucid context. Both forms are generated automatically from the DELTA data. 
Th e key fi le can be downloaded by the usual browser mechanism, and run locally. 
It will access images and descriptions from the Web as required. 
Although the “images” and “html” folders can be downloaded (e.g., by ftp), the down-
loaded key won’t be able to access them. Th is is because the paths are built into the binary 
key fi le (unlike Intkey, where they are in easily modifi ed text fi les). To access the images etc. 
locally, it would be necessary to download the LIF data fi le (see below), and rebuild the key. 
Th e basic primary data fi le from which the key is generated is a Version 2 LIF fi le. 
Th e primary data fi les comprise this fi le and folders containing the images, descrip-
tions, and macros.
Th e Lucid Builder Version 2 has its own binary data fi les, which are not normally 
used for data exchange. Th e Builder imports and exports LIF fi les. 
Lucid3 applet keys 
Lucid3 applet keys will run under MS-Windows, Solaris, Linux, and Mac OS X. All of 
the Lucid3 key fi les, comprising the key data fi les and the key program fi les, are pack-
aged for Web deployment by the Lucid Builder, as follows.
l3\ff a.html 
l3\key\ff a.lkc3 
l3\key\ff a\ff a\ff a.* (i.e. ff a.dep, .fi l, .sco, and .xml) 
l3\key\ff a\media\images\* (the images)
l3\key\ff a\media\html\* (the descriptions)
l3\lucid_player\* (the program) 
Th is directory structure is rigidly imposed by the Lucid3 Builder. It is a little awk-
ward to share the images with Intkey and/or Lucid2, but it could be done by using the 
greater fl exibility of the latter programs. 
Before using the key, the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) must be installed on 
the user’s local (client) computer. When the user follows a link to “l3\ff a.html”, the ap-
plet in the “l3\lucid_player” folder is downloaded and run. Th e applet then downloads 
the rest of the key fi les. 
Th e basic key will work locally if the directory tree containing the basic key fi les 
is downloaded, but it won’t access the images etc. from the Web. Th e key will work 
locally if the whole directory tree is downloaded (i.e., including the “media” tree); how-
ever some Web sites may not support downloading. 
Th e basic primary data fi le from which the key is generated is a Version 3.x 
LIF3 fi le. Th ese are XML fi les, and the later versions at least are supposed to conform 
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to SDD. Th e primary data fi les of a static publication comprise this fi le and folders 
containing the images and descriptions.
Th e Lucid Builder Version 3.x has its own binary data fi les, which are not normally 
used for data exchange. Th e Builder imports LIF and LIF3 fi les, and exports LIF3 fi les 
(export is only in the latest LIF3 format, which can’t be read by earlier 3.x Builders). 
Lucid3 keys can now be implemented by a program running on the server (instead 
of by an applet on the client) (Lucidcentral 2009).
MX
MX (Yoder et al. 2006) keys are Web based. To build new keys a user must either 
obtain an account with an existing instance of MX or a new installation on a ma-
chine that runs a Web server. Basic installation instructions are found on the MX wiki 
(http://purl.oclc.org/net/mx-installation) and presently require fairly advanced techni-
cal experience. Th e project is open source with the code base available on SourceForge 
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mx-database/develop). MX is coded in Ruby on Rails 
with a MySQL database.
Th ere is not a specifi c key fi le for MX, however, data fi les are downloadable as 
text. Present examples of these fi les are linked in the Revision of the Oriental genera of 
Agathidinae (Sharkey et al. 2009) and contain database-generated output describing 
components of the key. Th ese include: a character/character state list, and NEXUS fi le. 
Images are also made available and linked to character state and Operational Taxonom-
ic Unit (OTU) descriptions. Th ese output fi les are adequate to properly recreate the 
key, but the format of these fi les (except the NEXUS fi le) are presently under review 
and should not be considered standardized output at the present time. 
To run the key a user needs Internet access and the key URL (http://purl.oclc.org/
NET/oriental-agathidinae). MX is optimized for Firefox Web browser. 
To summarize, Table 1 provides a list of minimum set of fi les to be published for 
each platform.
Table 1. Minimum set of fi les to publish for Intkey, Lucid and MX to ensure a proper data use and re-use 
Platform Key data fi les Primary data fi les Software 
Intkey .ink startup fi le, .zip data 
fi le, images, descriptions
specs, chars, items, other 
directives fi les, images
Intkey5
Lucid2 .lcd fi le, images, 
descriptions, macros
Version2x .LIF, images, 
descriptions, macros 
Lucid2 Player
Lucid3 .html, .lkc3, .dep, .fi l, 
.sco,and .xml; 
 images, descriptions
Version3x .LIF3, images, 
descriptions
Lucid3, Java Runtime 
Environment (JRE)
MX none NEXUS, Character list 
with image ids, OTU list 
with image ids, images
MX, Web-based
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Flexibility of data use
It is desirable to have software to convert between the diff erent formats for primary 
data, so that users can use take advantage of the capabilities of a variety of programs.
Th e program Confor (a component of the DELTA software package available at 
http://delta-intkey.com/www/programs.htm) translates basic DELTA data (the “speci-
fi cations,” character list, taxon names, and matrix, i.e. the “specs,” “chars,” and “items” 
fi les) into Nexus format, but important information may be lost because of the limi-
tations of the Nexus format, at least in the version targeted by this conversion (see 
Dallwitz 1999). Th e program NDE (http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/NDE/nde.
html) can convert NEXUS data to DELTA.
Th e Lucid Translator (http://www.lucidcentral.org/Software/Lucid3/LucidBuild-
er/LucidTranslator/tabid/189/Default.aspx, accessed 30th of June 2009) translates 
between basic DELTA data and Lucid Interchange Format Version 2 (.LIF fi les), in 
both directions. However, the capabilities of these formats diff er, and important infor-
mation may be lost in both directions of translation (see Dallwitz 1999). For exam-
ple, LIF does not support text characters or characters with more than 15 states, and 
DELTA does not directly support the Lucid “by misinterpretation” coding (though a 
workaround is available – see DELTA Programs - Test Versions and Utilities: http://
delta-intkey.com/testp/). Later versions of Lucid Interchange Format support more of 
the DELTA features, but there is no direct route between these versions and DELTA. 
Version 2 LIF fi les can be imported into later versions of Lucid, and thus provide a 
pathway from DELTA (with the associated information loss already mentioned), but 
conversion in the other direction is currently not possible.
Th e key to Oriental agathidine genera (Sharkey et al. 2009) in the present is-
sue was originally produced using DELTA and subsequently converted to Lucid. Th e 
Lucid Translator was used to import the basic DELTA data into the Lucid Builder, as 
described above. However, the taxon and character images had to be linked manually 
to the Lucid key.
A complete translator is not at present available to convert DELTA to MX. Th e 
basic DELTA data was acquired from a Nexus fi le produced by Confor, as described 
above. Images were associated with character states using information in the DELTA 
cimages fi le. Th e images were manually associated with character states and needed 
reformatting before entering them into MX. Multiple images illustrating character 
states were combined into one image in the Oriental Agathidinae DELTA data. Th ese 
had to be broken apart back into individual images before importing them to MX for 
illustrating character states. Import scripts for images, OTU names and characters were 
used after the data was manipulated into a format MX handles. 
Previously publications also allowed comparison of interactive keys using diff er-
ent software with the same data: Carroll et al. (2002) for Intkey, Lucid2 and Lucid3 
and Watson and Dallwitz (2004) for Intkey and NaviKey; and the DELTA data are 
available from the authors on request. However, Sharkey et al. (2009), in addition to 
including a MX key, provide a solution for a formal, static publication of the keys.
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Copyright
Copyright law is complex, varying between countries and content type. Diff erent legal 
tools exist to attempt to simplify the process allowing easy application of licenses for 
creative and scientifi c products, ensuring future open access to these products.
Th e open access publishing model under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License (BY) (http://www.creativecommons.org) permits unrestricted 
use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and 
source are credited. Th ese licenses are applied to the creative product or something cre-
ated from raw data. Creative Commons licenses may be applied to images, Web sites 
and keys. Raw data is treated diff erently under law. Data associated to an open access 
publication, data in a database, or data published stand alone, are treated by a related 
set of legal tools called Open Data Commons (http://www.opendatacommons.org). 
Currently, Open Data Commons off ers two types of licenses (and associated state-
ments) to cover copyright issues concerning open data publishing: 
(1) Public Domain Dedication and License, assuming that data may be used and 
reused in an unrestricted manner. Th e statement associated with this license is 
as follows: 
 Th is {DATA(BASE)-NAME} is made available under the Public Domain 
Dedication and License version v1.0 whose full text can be found at http://
opendatacommons.org/licenses/pddl/ 
(2) Open Database License, which requires (similar to CC Share-Alike) public 
reusers of data to share back changes: 
 Th is {DATA(BASE)-NAME} is made available under Open Database License 
whose full text can be found at http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/. 
Any rights in individual contents of the database are licensed under the 
Database Contents License whose text can be found http://opendatacommons.
org/licenses/dbcl/
Identification, location and citation 
Th ere is at least one good reason to identify data separately from the publication they 
are related to. Published data may be incorporated into larger datasets and should 
be identifi ed properly so that the original author and source may be traced in conse-
quent uses. Th e DOI number assigned to a published dataset serves as such an identi-
fi er; moreover, it holds the function not only of identifi er but also as a bibliographic 
metadata descriptor (through CrossRef, http://www.crossref.org), as well as a locator 
(through CrossRef ’s domain http://dx.doi.org). Moreover, the number of downloads 
of data fi les can be tracked separately and automatically and further exposed on the site 
so that authors will gain additional credits for use of their data. 
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Another reason to provide separate citation details for datasets implies in cases 
where several interactive keys of diff erent taxa are published as datasets within one and 
the same paper, e.g., in a large taxonomic revision. 
Th e DOIs of the publication and datasets/keys related to it can be described in a 
form of a “parent-child” relationship. It seems convenient DOIs of datasets/keys to be 
semantically related to the DOI of the “parent” publication to facilitate harvesting and 
indexing through machine-generated methods. Datasets related to interactive keys can 
be identifi ed with the acronym “ik” (from “interactive keys”) within its DOI, which is 
a semantic extension of the paper’s DOI (worked examples from the paper of Sharkey 
et al. (2009) in the present issue):
if a DOI of a paper is: 10.3897/zookeys.21.271 
then the DOI of the dataset will have the form: 
doi: 10.3897/zookeys.21.271.app.1.ik
which means that the downloadable fi le is published as Appendix 1 of the paper. 
Naturally, in most cases of stand-alone publications of interactive keys, there is no need 
to imply a “child“ DOI, because it can’t identify the key as a separate digitally published 
object. In such cases, it would be enough to assign a DOI to the publication itself and a 
link to either associated data fi les or to the external Web platform where the key is hosted.
To summarize, we describe the following combinations to identify and cite online 
keys, in correspondence with criteria 1–4 listed in the “Publishing Keys” section above:
1. Interactive keys are published stand-alone and contain bibliographic metadata 
descriptors (author, title, publication date, publication details, abstract), pos-
sibly introduction, as well as supplementary fi les published and hosted on the 
journal’s platform:
 <Author> <(Year)> <Title of the publication> <Journal, volume, issue, pages> 
<Doi of the publication>. 
2.  Interactive keys are published dynamically and hosted on an external Web 
platform; their fi rst-version datasets are published stand-alone in an online 
journal or book and contain bibliographic metadata descriptors (author, title, 
publication date, publication details, abstract), possibly introduction, as well 
as a Web link to the key: 
 <Author> <(Year)> <Title of the publication> <Journal, volume, issue, pages> 
<Doi of the publication>. Interactive key: <Interactive key format > <Link to 
the external Web site>. Version (if applicable), day of accession.
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3.  Interactive keys are published as datasets accompanying either a conventional 
dichotomous key or a paper of a wider scope (e.g., taxonomic revision): 
 <Author> <(Year)> <Legend of the dataset>. <File format> DOI of the dataset 
<DOI> Dataset published in: <Journal, volume, issue, pages> < DOI of the 
publication> 
Dissemination and use
Publishing the datasets underlying a taxonomic paper under the open access model 
benefi ts everyone, from the authors to other researchers, as well to publishers and so-
ciety in general. Th e social and psychological constraints, benefi ts, and incentives are 
being actively discussed (i.e., Costello 2009; Smith 2009). We believe that publishing 
online keys in a variety of forms (conventional dichotomic, interactive dichotomy or 
matrix, static or dynamic) within one and the same publication will visibly enhance 
their use and citation rates. By opening the possibility to modify and update keys, a 
long-standing perpetuity of a key’s life is facilitated, bringing all of the deserved credits 
to the original and subsequent authors. 
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Appendix 1. 
Listing of directory containing key fi les for the fruit-fl y interactive keys package at http://
delta-intkey.com/ff a/ (Carroll et al. 2002). doi: 10.3897/zookeys.21.274.app.1.ik.
See section Key data fi les, key program fi les, primary data fi les for details.
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